
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

P a r t i e s
C O O K I N G

B A K E H A U S
What age group does Bakehaus cater for?

For safety reasons, we can only provide cooking lessons for

children 3 years old and over.

Can I assist my child whilst in the kitchen?

Due to safety and capacity reasons, we have an age

restriction and will require children to be able to

participate independently

Can we take photos?

Yes definitely, we allocate photo time at the beginning

and during the party session. Please speak to the cooking

instructor if additional time is required. 

Are parents allowed inside?

We have designed a kitchen especially for kids - Bakehaus

is an adult free zone. We have provided adults with a table

just outside the Bakehaus. Time to sit back and enjoy a

bite to eat or something to drink while the kids get busy

cooking up a storm. 

Can we take food home?

Yes, provided that the online waiver is signed by the

parent of the child prior to the Bakehaus party

commencing. 

I am worried that the children will be hungry, are they

going to be provided with enough food?

Children will be able to eat all the food that they have

made along with starters such as fairy bread, fruit cup,

popcorn and fries. Additional platters can be ordered at

an extra cost. 

How long before the party begins should we arrive?

As there is lots of cooking to do, we ask that guests arrive

between 5-10 minutes prior to the party time.  Parties will

commence strictly ON TIME!

What if my child has allergies?

Please inform the Events Team upon making a booking if

any of the guests have a food allergy in order to make

alternative arrangements.  We can cater for all allergies.

Is there a minimum amount of children for the parties?

A minimum of 10 children per party and maximum of 15.

Can I decorate Bakehaus, what decorations can I

bring?

Decorations are welcomed however please be advised that

decorations must not obstruct the cooking area or walk

ways. A trestle table can be provided for the birthday cake

upon request. Please note cake stands and candles are not

provided by Rabbit Hole. 

Can we bring our own food?

There is no outside food within Rabbit Hole however we

welcome birthday cakes.

Can we stay and play after the party?

Definitely, as part of the cooking package there is unlimited

access to play, so if you like, stay and play until closing

time!

As there is a no shoe policy at Rabbit Hole, does my

child bring their own shoes to Bakehaus?

Children will be provided with some comfortable crocs to

wear.


